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Gratitude is a typical social-moral emotion that plays a crucial role in maintaining human cooperative interpersonal relationship.
Although neural correlates of gratitude have been investigated, the neurocognitive processes that lead to gratitude, namely, the repre-
sentation and integration of its cognitive antecedents, remain largely unknown. Here, we combined fMRI and a human social interactive
task to investigate how benefactor’s cost and beneficiary’s benefit, two critical antecedents of gratitude, are encoded and integrated in
beneficiary’s brain, and how the neural processing of gratitude is converted to reciprocity. A coplayer decided whether to help a human
participant (either male or female) avoid pain at his/her own monetary cost; the participants could transfer monetary points to the
benefactor with the knowledge that the benefactor was unaware of this transfer. By independently manipulating monetary cost and the
degree of pain reduction, we could identify the neural signatures of benefactor’s cost and recipient’s benefit and examine how they were
integrated. Recipient’s self-benefit was encoded in reward-sensitive regions (e.g., ventral striatum), whereas benefactor-cost was en-
coded in regions associated with mentalizing (e.g., temporoparietal junction). Gratitude was represented in perigenual anterior cingulate
cortex (pgACC), the strength of which correlated with trait gratitude. Dynamic causal modeling showed that the neural signals represent-
ing benefactor-cost and self-benefit passed to pgACC via effective connectivities, suggesting an integrative role of pgACC in generating
gratitude. Moreover, gyral ACC plays an intermediary role in converting gratitude representation into reciprocal behaviors. Our findings
provide a neural mechanistic account of gratitude and its role in social-moral life.
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Introduction
Gratitude plays a crucial role in social and moral life (Mc-
Cullough et al. 2001; Harpham, 2004; McCullough and Tsang,

2004; Leithart, 2014; Kristjánsson, 2015; Manela, 2015) and is
regarded as a typical social-moral emotion (Haidt, 2003; Algoe
and Haidt, 2009). There are various ways of analyzing gratitude.
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Significance Statement

Gratitude plays an integral role in subjective well-being and harmonious interpersonal relationships. However, the neurocognitive
processes through which various components and antecedents of gratitude are integrated remain largely unknown. We developed
a new interpersonal paradigm to independently and parametrically manipulate two antecedents of gratitude in a helping context,
namely, the benefit to beneficiary and the cost to benefactor, to examine their representation and integration in the beneficiary’s
brain using fMRI. We found the neural encoding of self-benefit and benefactor-cost in reward- and mentalizing-related brain
areas, respectively. More importantly, by examining effective connectivity, we showed that these componential signals are passed
to perigenual anterior cingulate cortex, which tracks trial-by-trial gratitude levels. Our study thus provides a neural mechanistic
account of gratitude.
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For instance, Tesser et al. (1968) proposed an influential model of
the determinants (or cognitive antecedents) of gratitude: benefit
to the beneficiary, cost to the benefactor, and intention of the
benefactor. Gratitude also has desirable consequences for a “good
life” (Watkins, 2014), such as increasing subjective well-being
(Emmons and McCullough, 2003; Morgan et al., 2017), cultivat-
ing social relationship (Algoe et al., 2008; Algoe and Haidt, 2009;
Algoe, 2012), and promoting reciprocal and cooperative behav-
iors (Bartlett and DeSteno, 2006; Tsang, 2006; Tangney et al.,
2007; DeSteno et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2017; Tsang and Martin,
2018; Yost-Dubrow and Dunham, 2018).

The neural correlates of gratitude have been investigated in
recent neuroimaging studies (e.g., Zahn et al., 2009; Fox et al.,
2015; Kini et al., 2016; Karns et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2017). Fox et al.
(2015), following the theoretical model of Tesser et al. (1968),
elicited gratitude by manipulating the benefactor’s cost and the
beneficiary’s benefit through gratitude-inducing scenarios.
They found a correlation between self-reported gratitude and the
neural activation in medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) and peri-
genual anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC), regions associated
with value representation and integration (Bartra et al., 2013;
Sescousse et al., 2013; Kolling et al., 2016). However, this study
has not identified neural representation of the cognitive anteced-
ents of gratitude. Moreover, the scenario-based paradigm made it
difficult to investigate the neural basis underlying the social con-
sequences of gratitude, as the emotion was imagined and hypo-
thetical, and no social interaction was presented. Others adopted
social interactive tasks to elicit gratitude and subsequent proso-
cial behaviors (Kini et al., 2016; Karns et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2017).
Using a pain alleviation task, Yu et al. (2017) manipulated the
benefactor’s intention (voluntary vs forced) in the costly reduc-
tion of pain stimulation delivered to the participants. They found
that, compared with forced help, voluntary help had stronger
effects on participants’ subsequent prosocial behaviors (e.g., rec-
iprocity). Consistent with Fox et al. (2015), situations associated
with higher gratitude elicited activations in ventral MPFC/
pgACC regions (see also Kini et al., 2016; Karns et al., 2017; Yu et
al., 2017). These findings echo the theoretical construal of grat-
itude and other positive emotions as a form of subjective value
(Fredrickson, 2004; Todd, 2014).

While the previous neuroscience studies of gratitude have
identified the neural correlates of gratitude, none has adequately
addressed the questions of how the brain encodes the cognitive
antecedents of gratitude (e.g., self-benefit, benefactor-cost) and
integrates them to give rise to gratitude and subsequent reciprocal/
prosocial behaviors. According to the appraisal theory of emotion,
these appraisal processes characterize a specific emotion and dif-
ferentiate it from other emotions (Lazarus and Smith, 1988; Fri-
jda, 1993; Ellsworth and Scherer, 2003). To address these
questions, we developed a novel social interactive task based on
the pain alleviation task (Hu et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2017).

We independently manipulated the benefit to the participants
(i.e., pain reduction) and the cost to the benefactor (i.e., mone-
tary cost for pain reduction) in a helping situation. This allowed

us to identify neural representations of benefit and cost and to
examine the brain processes through which they are integrated
and give rise to gratitude. We predicted that self-benefit and
benefactor-cost are encoded in regions associated with valuation
(e.g., ventral striatum [VS]) (Bartra et al., 2013) and mentalizing
(e.g., temporoparietal junction) (Van Overwalle and Baetens,
2009; David et al., 2017) networks, respectively, whereas the grat-
itude is represented in pgACC (Yu et al., 2017).

Dynamic causal modeling (DCM) was used to directly test this
hypothesized integration process, namely, signals related to benefac-
tor’s cost and beneficiary’s benefit pass from their dedicated regions
to pgACC for integration. Finally, we examined the neural process
by which gratitude is converted into reciprocal behaviors.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirty-six healthy right-handed undergraduate students took part in the
experiment. Five participants were excluded from data analysis due to
misunderstanding of instructions (1 participant) or excessive head
movements (�3 mm of locomotion or 3 degrees of rotation; 4 partici-
pants), leaving 31 participants (15 males; mean age 23.0 � 1.9 years) for
data analysis. None of the participants reported any history of psychiat-
ric, neurological, or cognitive disorders. Informed written consent was
obtained from each participant before experiment. The study was per-
formed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved
by the Ethics Committee of the School of Psychological and Cognitive
Sciences, Peking University. The data for this study and that for Yu et al.
(2017) were collected in two different cities and was separated by �2
years. Participants who had taken part in any studies involving social
interaction were excluded from participating in this study.

Experimental design and statistical analyses
Overview. The experiment consisted of three phases. In the first, pain
titration phase, we measured each participant’s pain threshold and de-
termined the physical intensity (in mA) of the shocks that corresponded
to four levels of subjective pain experience. In the second phase, the
participants performed a decision-making task where they could earn a
monetary bonus by taking pain stimulations. The purpose of this task
was twofold: (1) it familiarized the participants with the pain stimulation;
and (2) through this task, the participants (and their coplayers, ostensi-
bly) earned endowments for the main task (see below). In the third phase,
the participants performed the social interactive task in the scanner,
which was our main task.

Randomization and pain titration. Each participant came to the scan-
ning room individually. Upon arrival, he/she met three confederates
and was told that they would later perform an interactive task together
through internet. At least one confederate was of the same sex as the
participant, and at least one was of the opposite sex. The player under-
going MRI scanning (i.e., the participant) had a different role in the game
than the others (i.e., the confederates). Together, they were told that their
roles in the game were randomly determined upon their signup.

Pain titration. After the participants met the three confederates, they
were led to a separate testing room to do pain titration. Intraepidermal
electrical stimulation (Inui et al., 2002) was delivered during the pain
titration phase. Three stainless-steel concentric bipolar needle electrodes
were attached to the left-hand dorsum of the participant. These three
electrodes are separated by an equal distance of 6 mm. Each electrode has
a needle cathode (length: 0.1 mm, Ø: 0.2 mm) surrounded by an acylin-
drical anode (Ø: 1.4 mm) (Inui et al., 2002). The reliability of the pain
delivery system has been demonstrated in a number of fMRI studies on
pain perception (Hu et al., 2015) and social-affective processing (Yu et
al., 2014, 2015). Pain calibration begun with 12 repeated pulses, each of
which was 0.2 mA and lasted for 0.5 ms. A 10 ms interval was inserted
between pulses. Then we gradually increased the intensity of each single
pulse until the participant reported 6 on an 8-point pain scale (1 � not
painful, 8 � intolerable). The participants reported that they could only
experience the whole train of pulse as a single stimulation, rather than
separate shocks. Then we delivered stimulations that contained 8, 4, and
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2 repeated pulses. All the participants reported that the four levels of pain
stimulation (2, 4, 8, 12 repeated pulses) were clearly distinguishable, and
were instructed that these four levels of pain stimulation would be used in
the later tasks.

Pain-money exchange task (behavioral). After the pain calibration phase,
the participants performed a pain-money exchange task, where they
made a series of decisions as to whether to accept electric shocks in
exchange for a certain amount of money. Each of the four pain levels, as
determined in the calibration, were paired with different amount of
monetary gains. If the participants chose “accept,” they would receive the
indicated money in that trial but would also receive the corresponding
pain stimulation immediately. There were 15 blocks; each contained one
trial for each pain level. The order of pain levels in each block was ran-
domized. In the first block, the monetary gains paired with the 4 levels of
pain was 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 Yuan (1 Yuan � $0.16 U.S.), respectively.
These were the baseline monetary bonuses. From the second block on-
ward, the monetary gain paired with a certain pain level would increase/
decrease if the participants had rejected/accepted the offer on the same
pain level in the preceding block. The length of the incremental step for
each pain level was the baseline monetary bonus multiplying a converg-
ing factor (round to the nearest tenths), starting from 1.5. For example,
the incremental steps after the first block were 0.8, 1.5, 2.3, and 3.0 Yuan
for the four levels respectively. Once the participants’ preference reversed
(i.e., “reject” to “accept” or “accept” to “reject”), the converging factor
reduced by 0.5, until it reached 0.5. After that, the incremental step
decreased by 0.1 when preference reverse occurred (compare Shen et al.,
2016). The participant was told that all the other coplayers completed the
same task and earned their own payoffs during this phase. Unbeknownst
to the participant, the payoff for him/her in this task was predetermined
to be 18 Yuan (�$2.8 U.S.). Because the behaviors in this task was not
relevant to the aim of this study, we skipped this for brevity.

Help-receiving task (fMRI). In the scanning phase, the participants
performed the help-receiving task while their BOLD responses were
measured with MRI (Fig. 1A). In each trial, the participants were paired
with a partner and then a pain-money pair was presented, indicating the
level of pain the participant potentially had to receive and the monetary
cost the partner needed to spend to eliminate the pain for the participants
if he/she chose so. The pain stimulation had four levels (1– 4, corre-
sponding to four pain levels in the titration and pain-money exchange
task) and the monetary cost had 5 levels (0 – 4, corresponding to 0%,
25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the partner’s monetary bonus in the pain-
money exchange task). The participants first saw the pain-money pair
and then saw the partner’s decision (Help or NoHelp). If the partner
helped, then the partner would lose the corresponding amount of bonus
while the participants would be exempted from the pain stimulation for
this trial. We told the participants that, at the end of the task, 20 trials
would be randomly selected and actualized. For each selected trial, if the
partner chose to help, the participants would not receive the pain
stimulation for that trial; otherwise, the participants had to receive the
indicated number of shocks. The monetary bonus and shocks were im-
plemented before the participants left the MRI testing room. At the end
of each trial, the participants were asked to divide 20 Yuan (�$3 U.S.)
between themselves and the partner paired in this trial. They could adjust
the amount of allocation in increments of 2 Yuan. The participants’ final
payoff was the payoff gained in the Pain-money exchange task and the
average amount of endowment the participants left for themselves across
the randomly selected trials in the fMRI task. The participants were told
that the partner was unaware of the allocation procedure. This was to
prevent the participant from suspecting the partner’s intention to help
(e.g., strategically helping the participant for the sake of getting more
allocation from the participant). To avoid any influence of the previous
encounter and reputation concerns, we explicitly told the participants

Figure 1. Experiment procedure and behavioral results. A, At the beginning of each trial, the participants were (anonymously and ostensibly) paired with 1 of 3 coplayers. Then the participants
saw a pain-money pair and waited for the coplayer’s decision. If the coplayer chose Help, then the coplayer lost the corresponding amount of bonus while the participants would be exempted from
the pain stimulation on this trial. If the coplayer chose NoHelp, then the coplayer could keep the bonus while the participants had to receive the corresponding pain stimulation. The presentation of
the coplayer’s decision was defined as the critical events in the fMRI data analysis. At the end of the trial, the participant could allocate 20 Yuan (�$3 U.S.) between himself/herself and the coplayer,
with the knowledge that the coplayer was not aware of this procedure. B, C, Postscan gratitude rating and allocation during scanning (i.e., reciprocity) as a function of self-benefit and benefactor-
cost. D, Relative weight of benefactor-cost over self-benefit in gratitude rating.
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that the partner in each trial may or may not be the same partner as in the
last trial. The partner’s help decision was binary so that the partner either
accepted the cost as indicated in that trial and thus reduced the partici-
pant’s pain to 0, or rejected the cost and left the pain stimulation to the
participant as indicated.

The two independent variables we manipulated in the main task were
the intensity of the pain stimulation that the partner took on (i.e.,
self-benefit) and the cost of the partner for doing so (i.e., benefactor-
cost). The partner’s decision to help or not was predetermined. There
were 20 possible combinations of self-benefit and benefactor-cost for the
Help trials, thus forming a 4 (Benefit: 1, 2, 3, 4) � 5 (Cost: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4)
within-subject design. The NoHelp trials were included as fillers. The
experiment thus consisted of 111 trials (3 trials for each of the above 20
Help conditions and 51 filler trials for NoHelp condition, the distribu-
tion of which can be found in Table 1). When determining the order of
conditions, we first created a randomized sequence for all the 111 trials
(both Help and NoHelp trials included). We then divided the sequence
into 3 parts with equal number of trials. These 3 parts were assigned to 3
runs of MRI scanning in a Latin-square manner across participants. Each
run consisted of 37 trials and lasted for �15 min.

After the experiment, the participants recalled and rated their grati-
tude feeling for all the Help conditions on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 7 (very
strong), one score for each cost-benefit combination. We therefore had
20 gratitude scores from each participant. The participants then com-
pleted the Gratitude Trait questionnaire (McCullough et al., 2002). A
postscan interview was conducted to examine whether the participants
had any suspicion about our experimental manipulation. No participant
reported any suspicion of experiment manipulation or the existence of
partners.

Analysis of the behavioral data. We analyzed the behavioral data using
R (www.r-project.org). To obtain the standard coefficients and to enable
comparison of parameters between participants, all the data were nor-
malized within participant before analysis. First, to test whether and how
self-benefit and benefactor-cost contributed to gratitude and reciprocity,
we fit four general linear mixed models for the monetary allocation in the
main task and the postscan gratitude rating (Tables 2, 3) separately with
participant as a random effect. By-subject random slopes for each fixed
effect were also included in the models (Barr et al., 2013). Model 1 in-
cluded cost as single predictor. Model 2 included benefit as single predic-
tor. Model 3 included both cost and benefit as predictors. Model 4
included cost, benefit, and the interaction between these two predictors
as predictors. Model goodness of fit was assessed using the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC; Lewandowsky and Farrell, 2010), which
takes into account both model fitness and complexity. Parameters were
estimated based on the best model (lowest BIC).

Second, to test the relationship between gratitude and allocation, we fit
a general linear mixed model with gratitude rating as the predictor, on-
line allocation as the dependent variable, and participant as random
effect. For each participant, we conducted linear regression with grati-
tude rating as predictor and online allocation as dependent variable to
characterize the influence of gratitude on reciprocity individually. The �
value of this model indicates the extent to which gratitude feeling is
translated into reciprocal behaviors. In other words, the � value reflects
the exchange rate between gratitude for each participant.

Third, to characterize the weights of cost and benefit in the generation
of gratitude feelings, we performed a linear regression with cost and
benefit as predictors and postscan gratitude rating as the dependent vari-
able. Because both cost and benefit contributed to gratitude and because

no interaction was observed, we assumed that the weights of benefit and
cost could be summed up to one in each model. Based on the weights of
cost and benefit (Fig. 1D), we calculated a trial-by-trial “constructed
gratitude” for each participant individually. The conducted gratitude on
trial i was defined as follows:

Constructed gratitudei � k � costi � �1 � k� � benefiti (1)

where costi and benefiti are cost and benefit on trial i and k is the indi-
vidual weight for cost. To check the extent to which the constructed
gratitude index captures gratitude ratings, we regressed constructed grat-
itude in each cost-benefit combination against participants’ gratitude
rating in the same condition using mixed linear effect model with by-
subject random slopes for the fixed effect. We found that the constructed
gratitude reliably tracked gratitude rating (� � 0.88 � 0.09, marginal
R 2 � 0.44).

MRI data acquisition and preprocessing. Images were acquired using a
3.0 T MR scanner (GE MR750) with a standard head coil at the Peking
University. T2*-weighted functional images were acquired in 35 axial
slices parallel to the anterior commissural–posterior commissural line
with no interslice gap, affording full-brain coverage. Images were ac-
quired using an EPI pulse sequence (TR � 2000 ms; TE � 30 ms; flip
angle � 90°; FOV � 192 mm � 192 mm; slice thickness � 4 mm). An
ascending, interleaved slice acquisition order was used.

Image preprocessing and analysis were conducted with the Statistical
Parametric Mapping software SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Department of
Cognitive Neurology, London). Images were slice-time corrected (with
the middle slice as the reference), motion corrected, normalized to MNI
space, spatially smoothed using an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian filter, and
temporally filtered using a high-pass filter with 1/128 Hz cutoff fre-
quency.

fMRI data analysis. We performed event-related fMRI analyses of par-
ticipants’ neural responses at the time at which they viewed the partner’s
decisions. For the first-level (within-participant) statistical analysis, 2 sepa-
rate GLMs were created to address different questions and avoid issues of
colinearity between regressors.

To identify brain areas that encode benefactor-cost and self-benefit
processing, in GLM1, we modeled Help_condition as five separate re-
gressors, starting from the time the benefactor’s choice was revealed and
spanning the duration of this event, which was 3 s: LowCost_LowBenefit
(including conditions where Cost � 1 or 2 and Benefit � 1 or 2), High-
Cost_LowBenefit (including conditions where Cost � 3 or 4 and Bene-
fit � 1 or 2), LowCost_HighBenefit (including conditions where Cost � 1
or 2 and Benefit � 3 or 4), HighCost_HighBenefit (including conditions
where Cost � 3 or 4 and Benefit � 3 or 4), and NoCost (including
conditions where Cost � 0 and Benefit � 1, 2, 3, or 4). Regressors of no
interest included NoHelp_condition (onset of the NoHelp decision),
Pair_presentation (onset of the money-shock pair), Allocation (the de-
cision period for allocation), Pain_cue (the cue for pain stimulation
threat), and Miss_allocation (the missing decision period for allocation).
Six movement parameters were included as regressors of no interest. We
defined two contrasts for the main effect of cost and main effect of benefit
as follows:

Main effect of Cost (Contrast 1):

(HighCost_HighBenefit � HighCost_LowBenefit)

� (LowCost_HighBenefit � LowCost_LowBenefit)

Main effect of Benefit (Contrast 2):

(HighCost_HighBenefit � LowCost_HighBenefit)

� (HighCost_LowBenefit � LowCost_LowBenefit).

To assess the neural correlates of gratitude and subsequent reciprocity,
we created GLM2 in which all Help trials were grouped into a single
regressor with two first-level parametric modulators: the constructed
gratitude (see Eq. 1) and monetary allocation. Contrasts 3 and 4 were

Table 1. Distribution of NoHelp trials in different cost-benefit conditions

No. of NoHelp trials

Cost

0 1 2 3 4

Benefit
1 0 3 3 5 5
2 0 3 3 4 5
3 0 2 3 3 3
4 0 1 2 3 3
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defined as the positive effect of the parametric modulators, respectively.
Regressors of no interest were the same as GLM1.

To investigate how the neural processing of receiving help could pre-
dict subsequent reciprocal behavior, we defined a first-level contrast
Help � NoHelp in GLM2 to capture the main effect of receiving help. At
the second (group) level, we defined a one-sample t test based on the first
level contrasts maps and included the individual’s “exchange rate” (i.e.,
regression coefficient between gratitude and reciprocity for each partic-
ipant) as a covariate (or parametric modulator). Positive effect of this
second-level parametric modulator could identify brain areas whose
main effect of receiving help (Help � NoHelp) positively correlated with
individual exchange rate between gratitude and reciprocity. In other
words, participants who show a larger contrast effect in these areas more
readily translate their grateful feelings into reciprocal behaviors.

For all GLMs, the events in each regressor were convolved with the
canonical hemodynamic response function. Second-level models were
constructed as one-sample t tests using contrast images from the first-
level models. All results were corrected for multiple comparisons using
the threshold of peak-level p 	 0.001 (uncorrected) combined with
cluster-level p 	 0.05 (FWE-corrected). This cluster-level threshold was
determined using a Monte Carlo simulation as implemented in the
AFNI AlphaSim package (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/pub/dist/doc/manual/
AlphaSim.pdf). Statistic parametric maps are presented at this threshold
unless otherwise noted.

Effective connectivity analysis. To address the question of how the dy-
namic neural network generates the signal of gratitude based on the
processing of benefactor-cost and self-benefit, we used dynamic causal mod-
eling (DCM; Friston et al., 2003) to examine the effective connectivity
between brain areas that encode gratitude, benefactor-cost, and self-
benefit. Our hypothesis was that the brain areas encoding benefactor-
cost (e.g., right temporoparietal junction [rTPJ]) and self-benefit (e.g.,
VS) feed information to pgACC, where the processing of the two ante-
cedents is integrated and a gratitude signal is generated.

Thus, we selected the volumes of interest (VOIs) based on the Con-
trasts 1, 2, and 3. Specifically, we chose right VS (rVS; peak MNI: 12, 20,

15), rTPJ (peak MNI: 48, 
52, 31), and pgACC (peak MNI: 9, 50, 1) as
our VOIs for self-benefit, benefactor-cost, and gratitude, respectively.
The VOI data were the first eigenvalues of the signals within a 3-mm-
radius sphere centered at these peak voxels. We set the slice timings of the
VOIs as the reference slice in the slice time correction during the prepro-
cessing (i.e., applying previous slice time correction) (cf. Kiebel et al.,
2007).

We built and compared 7 families of models (33 single models) differ-
ing in the direction of intrinsic connectivity (bilateral or unilateral), the
presence or absence of the intrinsic connectivity between rVS and rTPJ
(see Fig. 5). Four Help conditions (i.e., HighCost_HighBenefit, High-
Cost_LowBenefit, LowCost_HighBenefit, LowCost_LowBenefit) were
combined into one single regressor and used as model input. For each
single model, we assumed that the input was entered through both rVS
and rTPJ. Within each model family, modulatory effects (i.e., the four
discrete conditions) were placed on different intrinsic connectivities in
different individual models. The same set of models were built and com-
pared where we used left VS instead of rVS as VOI. Model comparison
showed a similar pattern as that using rVS. Therefore, in the interest of
space, we only reported the results based on rVS VOI. These models were
compared using Bayesian model selection, which uses a Bayesian frame-
work to calculate the “model evidence” of each model. The model evi-
dence represents the trade-off between model simplicity and accuracy
(Penny et al., 2004). Here, Bayesian model selection was implemented
using a random-effects analysis (i.e., assuming that the model structure
might vary across participants) that is robust to the presence of outliers
(Stephan et al., 2009). When comparing model families, all models
within a family were averaged using Bayesian model averaging, and the
exceedance probabilities were calculated for each model family (Penny et
al., 2010). Model parameters (i.e., connectivity strength) were estimated
based on the winning model through Bayesian model averaging.

Functional connectivity. To complement the analysis of effective con-
nectivity, a correlation-based connectivity measure, psychophysiological
interaction), was performed (Friston et al., 1997). The rVS VOI, which
was extracted for the DCM analysis, was used as seed region. Four sepa-
rate psychophysiological interaction models were estimated, each having
one of the four critical conditions as the psychological factor. We then
extracted the connectivity strength (or correlation) from an rTPJ ROI,
which consisted of 27 voxels around the peak rTPJ cluster defined by
Contrast 1.

Results
Behavioral results
As a manipulation check, we first tested whether gratitude and
reciprocity increased as a function of both self-benefit and bene-
factor-cost. For the gratitude rating (Table 2), the model with two
main effects and the interaction was the best model. However, as
can be seen from the table, only the main effects of benefit and

Table 2. Models of postscan gratitude ratinga

Model Predictors df 
2 ln L BIC �BIC w Term Beta SE t

1 Cost 6 2086.0 2124.6 273.6 0.0 Cost 0.83 0.06 13.06
2 Benefit 6 2426.0 2464.5 613.5 0.0 Benefit 0.33 0.11 2.96
3 Cost � benefit 10 1856.4 1920.7 69.7 0.0 Cost 0.83 0.06 13.06

Benefit 0.33 0.11 2.96
4b Cost � benefit 15 1754.5 1851.0 0.0 1.0 Cost 0.80 0.16 5.02

� cost � benefit Benefit 0.30 0.07 4.58
Interaction 0.01 0.05 0.26

aL, Likelihood; �BIC � BIC 
 min(BIC); w (exceedance probability) � exp(
0.5 � �BIC)/sum(exp(
0.5 � �BIC)) (Lewandowsky and Farrell, 2010).
bBest model.

Table 3. Models of monetary allocationa

Model Predictors df 
2 ln L BIC �BIC w Term Beta SE t

1 Cost 6 17291.6 17340.0 43.0 0.0 Cost 0.77 0.10 7.96
2 Benefit 6 17390.8 17439.0 142.0 0.0 Benefit 0.62 0.09 7.10
3b Cost � benefit 10 17217.4 17297.0 0.0 1.0 Cost 0.78 0.11 7.43

Benefit 0.64 0.10 6.11
4 Cost � benefit 15 17213.0 17333.0 36.0 0.0 Cost 0.62 0.17 3.63

� cost � benefit Benefit 0.47 0.16 2.98
Interaction 0.07 0.06 1.17

aL, Likelihood; �BIC � BIC 
 min(BIC); w (exceedance probability) � exp(
0.5 � �BIC)/sum(exp(
0.5 � �BIC)) (Lewandowsky and Farrell, 2010).
bBest model.
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cost were significant (benefit: � � 0.30 � 0.07, t � 4.58; cost: � �
0.80 � 0.16, t � 5.02); the interaction term did not reach signif-
icance (� � 0.01 � 0.05, t � 0.26). For allocation (Table 3), the
model with the two main effects was the best model. Parameters
estimated based on this model showed that both benefit and cost
were predictive of allocation (benefit: � � 0.64 � 0.10, t � 6.11;
cost: � � 0.78 � 0.11, t � 7.43). Both gratitude rating and allo-
cation increased monotonically with benefit and cost (Fig. 1B,C).

To examine whether the participants’ allocation was influ-
enced by trial history, namely, trial features (cost, benefit) and the
benefactor’s decision from the previous trial, we performed a
separate regression model for allocation (Help trials alone) with
this information included the following:

Allocationn � �0 � �1Costn � �2Benefitn � �3Costn
1

� �4Benefitn
1 � �5Decisionn
1 � �6Decisionn
1

� Costn
1 � �7Decisionn
1 � Benefitn
1 (2)

We found that the contribution of cost and benefit on the trialn
remained significant (�1 � 2.07 � 0.18, t � 11.18; �2 � 0.55 �
0.14, t � 3.96). Interestingly, the contribution of benefit on the
last trial was also significant (�4 � 0.18 � 0.08, t � 2.26), and it
was qualified by a significant interaction with benefactor’s deci-
sion (�7 � 0.27 � 0.10, t � 2.65). These results indicate that the
participants allocated more on the current trial if the benefit on
the last trial was high and the benefactor chose “Help.” Benefac-
tor’s sacrifice on trialn-1 did not influence participants’ allocation
on trialn, nor did its interaction with benefactor’s decision. These
findings shed light on how the impacts of different cognitive
antecedents on gratitude and reciprocity persist and decay over
time. Decisive conclusion in this regard is beyond the scope of the
current study because this study was not designed to address the
question; thus, it did not balance the distribution of cost, benefit,
and benefactor’s decision over time.

fMRI results
Neural representations of cost and benefit
Our first aim was to examine how the brain encodes benefit and
cost when receiving help. Contrasts corresponding to the main
effect of benefactor-cost and self-benefit in the Help conditions
were defined based on the regressors in GLM 1 (see Materials and
Methods). As we predicted, the main effect of benefactor-cost
(Contrast 1) revealed activations in dorsomedial PFC, precu-
neus, and bilateral TPJs, the regions implicated in empathy
and mentalizing (Table 4; Fig. 2A). The main effect of self-benefit
(Contrast 2) revealed activations in a network related to value
representation, including the ventromedial PFC, bilateral VS,
and dorsal striatum (Table 4; Fig. 3A). Regional activation pat-
terns were extracted from our hypothesized ROIs for illustrative
purposes (Figs. 2B, 3B). As a comparison, the same set of con-
trasts defined for the NoHelp trials revealed no suprathreshold
activation at the brain areas revealed by the corresponding con-
trasts in the Help trials (Figs. 2A, 3A). It is worth noting, however,
that the null effect of the NoHelp contrasts is not sufficient to
demonstrate that the neural processes observed here are specific
to receiving help. To demonstrate specificity, one needs to show
“separate modifiability” (e.g., Woo et al., 2014) of two constructs
(e.g., Help vs NoHelp), which is beyond the scope of the current
study.

Because our primary interest here is the neurocognitive pro-
cesses underlying receiving help and feeling grateful, we included
the NoHelp conditions only as fillers.

As a result, the distribution of NoHelp trials was not bal-
anced across different levels of cost and benefit, neither was it
matched with the Help trials (Table 1). Future studies are
needed to reveal the cognitive and affective response to other’s
withdrawal of help.

Neural representation of gratitude
Directly examining the representation of gratitude required us to
have for each participant a trial-by-trial measure of gratitude and
perform a parametric regression against brain activity elicited by
observing benefactor’s Help decision. Although the participants
did not provide gratitude ratings during scanning, we assumed
that this could be reconstructed from features of the trials (cost,
benefit) and participants’ gratitude ratings in the postscan grati-
tude recall. Thus, we derived for each participant a parameter, k,
which reflects the relative contribution or weight of benefactor’s
cost over beneficiary’s benefit in gratitude ratings (see Eq. 1).
We found that k (0.72 � 0.27; Fig. 1D) was significantly �0.5
(t(30) � 4.67, p 	 0.001). It seems therefore that benefactor’s
cost may play a more prominent role in the generation of
grateful feeling than the benefit one receives. We then applied
these weights to each trial in the scanning task (compare
Crockett et al., 2017), which served as a link between features
of the trials, which were predetermined in our experimental
design, and participants’ trial-by-trial gratitude, which was
otherwise latent.

Parametric contrast of the “constructed gratitude” revealed an
activation cluster in pgACC (Fig. 4A), indicating that the activa-
tion in pgACC tracked gratitude throughout the task (GLM 2, see
Materials and Methods). This pattern replicated previous find-
ings that pgACC/MPFC activation is associated with gratitude
(Fox et al., 2015; Kini et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017). Moreover, ROI
analysis showed that the neural responses to the constructed grat-
itude in pgACC were not only significantly above 0 (Fig. 4B, blue
bar) but also positively correlated with participants’ trait grati-
tude (Fig. 4C, blue dots and line). The latter finding indicates that
participants with higher trait gratitude (i.e., more frequently ex-

Table 4. Results of whole-brain analysis of fMRI dataa

Regions Hemisphere t

Cluster
size
(voxels)

MNI coordinates

x y z

Constructed gratitude
pgACC L 3.96 60 
9 44 4
Calcarine R 6.10 275 12 
82 13
Cuneus L 5.48 137 
9 
73 28

Main effect benefit
VS R 4.40 30 12 20 
15

L 5.87 117 
18 20 
17
Putamen R 4.19 45 33 11 13
MCC L 4.13 30 
12 
19 43

R 4.01 31 12 
19 43
Temporal pole L 4.09 27 
51 8 
14

Main effect of cost
MPFC R 6.25 723 3 47 7
TPJ R 4.70 144 48 
52 31

L 4.84 152 
48 
70 25
PCC/PreCu R 5.00 266 12 
46 34
MTG L 4.39 33 
57 
7 
26
Insula R 5.81 122 33 26 
17
Calcarine R 4.38 47 9 
79 4
Superior frontal

gyrus
R 4.28 30 21 35 52

aMCC, Middle cingulate cortex; PCC, Posterior cingulate cortex; PreCu, Precuneus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus.
Clusters survive p 	 0.001 at voxel level and pFWE 	 0.05 at cluster level.
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perience and express gratitude in their life) had stronger pgACC
responses to constructed gratitude.

It is an interesting question concerning whether pgACC found
to represent constructed gratitude is also responsible for the al-
location decisions. We extracted the � estimate of the parametric
contrast with trial-by-trial allocation (Contrast 4) from pgACC.
Interestingly, this area was not sensitive to the amount of alloca-
tion (Fig. 4B, green bar). Moreover, the trait gratitude score did
not correlate with pgACC’s responses to allocation (Fig. 4C, green
dots and line), indicating that the neural computation in pgACC
(at least, in the current task) is specific to gratitude rather than
allocation decisions.

Neural integration of cost and benefit
Once we identified the brain structures that represent benefit and
cost (e.g., VS for benefit and rTPJ for cost), we could then exam-
ine the information flow between the brain areas encoding grat-
itude and its cognitive antecedents. We predicted that the benefit
and cost information, which are represented by the neural activity in
VS and rTPJ, respectively, should pass to pgACC to be integrated
into an overall gratitude signal. We built and compared 33 models
varying in their intrinsic connectivity, modulatory effect, and in-
put. They were further grouped into 7 model families. Models
within the same family shared the same intrinsic connectivity
patterns (Fig. 5A). Bayesian model comparison on the family
level showed that Model Family 1 had the highest exceedance
probability (0.33; Fig. 5B). In this model family, rVS and rTPJ had
unidirectional intrinsic connectivity to pgACC. This connectivity
pattern is in line with our hypothesis that the brain representa-
tions of cost and benefit are fed to and integrated in the brain
structure that closely track gratitude (i.e., pgACC). The connec-
tivity strength estimated based on the Bayesian average of Model
Family 1 indicated that the intrinsic connectivities from both rVS

and rTPJ to the pgACC were significant (Table 5). Moreover, one
of the high cost conditions, the HighCost_LowBenefit, signifi-
cantly enhanced the connectivity from rTPJ to pgACC (Fig. 5D).
In contrast, the high benefit conditions did not significantly in-
crease the connectivity from rVS to pgACC. Overall, the DCM
results partially supported our hypothesis about the neural inte-
gration of the cognitive antecedents of gratitude. The fact that the
modulation of high benefit conditions was relatively weak is con-
sistent with the behavioral finding that the benefactor’s cost was
weighted more by the participants, at least in the context of our
task (Fig. 1D). A logical empirical question is what contextual
factors may modulate the relative weights of benefactor’s cost and
one’s own benefit in driving the neurocognitive processes under-
lying gratitude, and whether the connectivity between the
benefit-related area and the gratitude-related area plays a more
important role in the context that individuals weigh self-benefit
more.

As can be seen from Figure 5B, Model Family 2 also has rela-
tively high exceedance probability (0.28). Given that both Family
1 and Family 2 contain unidirectional connectivity from rTPJ and
rVS to pgACC, the fact that their exceedance probabilities are
close to each other does not seem to threaten our argument about
the neural integration of cognitive antecedences in generating
gratitude. The only difference between the two model families is
that Family 2 contains connectivity from rVS to rTPJ. To further
examine whether the connectivity between these areas plays a
critical role in encoding cost and/or benefit, we performed an
ROI-based psychophysiological interaction analysis focusing on
rVS and rTPJ. Specifically, we defined rVS as the seed region and
examined its functional connectivity with rTPJ (see Materials and
Methods). The functional connectivity between rVS and rTPJ
does not vary with cost (F(1,30) � 0.18, p � 0.68) or benefit (F(1,30) �

Figure 2. Encoding of benefactor-cost. A, Whole-brain contrast of high versus low cost in Help conditions (larger figure). The same contrast in the NoHelp conditions was inserted for comparison
(smaller figure). B, Parameter estimates (� values) corresponding to the four Help conditions were extracted from MPFC and rTPJ for illustrative purposes. Error bars indicate standard error of means.
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0.00, p � 0.97) (Table 6), indicating that the connectivity between
these two areas does not play a critical role in generating grati-
tude. This finding is in line with a recent study about social-
affective default network, which does not observe a connectivity
between VS and TPJ in resting state BOLD signals (Amft et al.,
2015).

From gratitude to reciprocity
Not surprisingly and consistent with previous findings (Yu et al.,
2017), gratitude ratings correlated with allocation, both
at dispositional and at situational levels. Specifically, at the dis-
positional or individual difference level, participants who gener-

ally gave higher ratings in the postscan
gratitude recall also allocated more to the
benefactor (r � 0.47, p � 0.029; Fig. 6A).
At the situational level, the more grate-
ful a participant felt in a given condi-
tion, as indicated by the postscan
gratitude rating, the more money he/she
would allocate to the benefactor in that
situation (t � 11.68; Fig. 6B). However, as
can be seen from Figure 6C, the exchange
rate (regression weight) between grati-
tude and allocation/reciprocity varied
across participants, reflecting individual
differences in the prosocial behavioral
motivation of gratitude. To pinpoint the
neural basis of this prosocial behavioral
motivation, we correlated the individual
regression weights with the whole-brain
contrast of Help � NoHelp based on
GLM 2 (Fig. 6D). Two theoretical hypoth-
eses could be proposed concerning the
motivation underlying the reciprocal be-
havior after receiving help: it could be mo-
tivated by a self-focused concern, such as
guilt-aversion and reputation; or by an-
other regarding concern, such as goodwill
for the benefactor’s welfare (Batson, 1987;
Fehr and Schmidt, 2006). On the one
hand, receiving costly help and not giving
back may generate feelings of guilt in the
beneficiary, and those who are more sus-
ceptible to guilt-aversion motivation may
convert gratitude to reciprocity to a larger
extent than those who are less susceptible
to such a motivation. Previous neural re-
search on guilt-aversion motivation has
identified anterior cingulate cortex as a
critical structure for representing guilt-
aversion (Chang et al., 2011). We thus
performed a small-volume correction with
the above contrast around the ACC coor-
dinates reported by Chang et al. (2011).
We found a significant cluster within this
area ([
5, 23, 28], t � 3.03, pFWE � 0.041,
voxel-level corrected), indicating that
guilt-aversion could be a motivation of
the subsequent reciprocal behavior in the
current study. On the other hand, the
beneficiary’s reciprocity could also be
motivated by a positive consideration,
namely, the active concern for the bene-
factor’s welfare. To test this possibility, we

performed another small-volume correction with the above con-
trast based on the coordinates reported by Apps and Ramnani
(2014). This study has demonstrated the role of gyral ACC in
encoding value of others’ rewards. We found a significant cluster
within this area as well ([
3, 20, 22], t � 3.19, pFWE � 0.030,
voxel-level corrected), indicating that other-regarding concern
could be another motivation for the subsequent reciprocal behavior
in the current study. Thus, based on the current data alone, we can-
not choose between the two proposals. It is also possible that both
motivations exist simultaneously, and their relative weights vary
across individuals.

Figure 3. Encoding of self-benefit. A, Whole-brain contrast of high versus low benefit in Help conditions (larger figure). The
same contrast in the NoHelp conditions was inserted for comparison (smaller figure). B, Parameter estimates (� values) corre-
sponding to the four Help conditions were extracted from left VS and rVS for illustrative purposes. Error bars indicate standard error
of means.

Figure 4. Representation of gratitude. A, Whole-brain parametric contrast of constructed gratitude. B, pgACC responses to
constructed gratitude (blue) and allocation (green). C, Relation between trait gratitude score and pgACC responses to constructed
gratitude (blue) and allocation (green). **p 	 .005. Error bars indicate standard error of means.
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Future research with more advanced neuroimaging methods,
such as multivariate pattern classification, could be applied to
distinguish these motivations.

Discussion
“Gratitude is a feeling that depends on thinking” (Visser, 2012, p.
271). Research in social psychology have provided many postu-
lates regarding what type of “thinking,” or cognitive antecedents,
contribute to the feeling of gratitude (e.g., Tesser et al., 1968).

However, the neural mechanism through which encoding of the
cognitive antecedents gives rise to gratitude and reciprocity is far
from clear. Here, by combining a social interactive paradigm with
fMRI, we provide an account of how cognitive antecedents of
gratitude, namely, benefactor’s cost and beneficiary’s benefit, are
represented and integrated in the brain to give rise to gratitude
and reciprocity. By analyzing effective connectivity, we showed
that the representations of the cognitive antecedents, especially
other’s cost, were integrated in pgACC, a structure that has been

Figure 5. Results of effective connectivity (DCM) analysis. A, Thirty-three individual models, grouped into 7 model families, were constructed and compared using Bayesian Model Comparison.
The exceedance probability of each family (B) and each individual model (C) are shown. Model Family 1, enclosed in the red square, has the highest exceedance probability. D, Strength of intrinsic
and modulatory connectivities estimated based on the winning family. *p 	 0.05, **p 	 .005.
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consistently implicated in representing gratitude, both by the
current data (Fig. 4A) and a few previous neuroimaging studies
on gratitude (Fox et al., 2015; Kini et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017).
These findings provide a neurocognitive account of gratitude that
is in line with the appraisal approach to gratitude (Tesser et al.,
1968; Weiner et al., 1979; Naito et al., 2005).

Compared with previous neuroscience research on gratitude,
this study has a few novel contributions to our understanding of
the neural mechanisms that give rise to gratitude and reciprocity.
First, this study has adapted a theoretical model of gratitude (Tes-
ser et al., 1968) into a computational model and, based on this
model, derived a trial-by-trial index of gratitude. This allows us to
pinpoint neural encoding of gratitude, as a first step to delineate
its neural representation. Second, we are among the first to inves-
tigate how the neural representations of antecedents of gratitude
are integrated neurally to give rise to gratitude. Finally, this study
more precisely characterized the processes, at both behavioral
and neural levels, through which gratitude motivates reciprocal
behavioral toward the benefactor.

Appraisal theory has provided a framework to formalize our
understanding of how gratitude arises from cognitive processing
of relevant social information, such as benefactor’s cost and ben-
eficiary’s benefit (Tesser et al., 1968). These processes may not be
gratitude-specific but are rather likely to be domain-general building
blocks upon which more specific and complex functions/repre-
sentations could be constructed (compare Ferguson and Bargh,
2003; Lindquist and Barrett, 2012). Neural research along this
line could contribute to the understanding of gratitude by first
mapping out how the “building blocks” are represented neu-
rally and then explicating how they are integrated according to
certain algorithmic account (e.g., gratitude  benefactor-cost �
self-benefit).

This approach has been adopted in a previous neuroimaging
study on gratitude. Fox et al. (2015) aimed to identify the neural

correlates of benefactor’s cost and beneficiary’s benefit in a scenario-
based gratitude imagination task. Specifically, the participants read
stories depicting a helping situation, where cost (or effort) of the
benefactor and benefit to the beneficiary varied. However, the
authors found that neither the self-reported effort nor benefit
significantly correlated with brain activity in any region.

This null effect may have resulted from some characteristics of
the paradigm and data analysis. First, in a scenario-based paradigm,
it is difficult to determine the onsets of the various cognitive pro-
cesses leading to gratitude while the narrative is unfolding. More-
over, the self-reported effort and benefit were obtained after
scanning when the participants read the scenarios again with the
explicit task of evaluating effort and benefit. It is hard to know
whether and to what extent such reflection captures the cognitive
processes going on while the participants first read and imagined
those scenarios during MRI scanning. In contrast, in the help-
receiving task adopted here, cost and benefit were explicitly given
to the participants at the time when the helping was happening
and were independently manipulated. This allowed us to disso-
ciate the contributions of these cognitive antecedents.

We found that the representation of self-benefit was associ-
ated with increased activations in a pain-relief and reward related
network, including bilateral VS and ventromedial PFC (Bartra et
al., 2013; Ruff and Fehr, 2014). Similarly, benefactor-cost was
tracked by the neural activation in a mentalizing network, includ-
ing bilateral TPJ and dorsomedial PFC (Van Overwalle and Bae-
tens, 2009). It should be noted that many of these areas have not
been implicated in previous studies of gratitude (Zahn et al.,
2009; Fox et al., 2015; Kini et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017), indicating
that the neural substrates of gratitude and its antecedents are not
identical processes. That neither the neural substrates of pain
relief or mentalizing by itself gives rise to gratitude, nor the neural
processing of gratitude necessarily involves brain areas associated
with pain relief and mentalizing, lends support to a core character-
istic of the appraisal account, namely, that the cognitive antecedents
of gratitude are domain-general building blocks not inherent in grat-
itude but that contribute to gratitude when they are integrated and
interpreted in a specific manner (Frijda, 1993; McConnell, 1993;
Ellsworth and Scherer, 2003).

Consistent with previous neuroimaging studies on gratitude
(Fox et al., 2015; Kini et al., 2016; Karns et al., 2017; Yu et al.,
2017), we found that the pgACC was sensitive to gratitude. More
specifically, our results showed that the pgACC tracked gratitude
parametrically on a trial-by-trial manner (Fig. 2). An important
question remains as to how the brain constructs gratitude from
the component processes dedicated to its antecedents (e.g., cost,
benefit). This question is analogous to a broader question in neuro-
economics, namely, how the brain constructs subjective value from
various attributes associate with an item/product. (Receiving help
could be seen as a socially valuable item/product.) For example, us-
ing fMRI and connectivity analysis Lim et al. (2013) found that
the attributes (e.g., visual appearance, meaning) of an item are
computed in specialized brain regions corresponding to the at-
tributes, and then these specialized signals are projected to medial
prefrontal/cingulate region for integration and generation of an
overall value (see also Domenech et al., 2018). Here we drew on a
similar analysis strategy to delineate the functional network in-
volved in integration of antecedents. DCM analysis partially
confirmed our hypothesis: although the intrinsic connectivities
from the area encoding benefactor-cost and the area encoding
recipient-benefit to pgACC were significant, only the benefactor-
cost pathway exhibited a significant modulation by the presence
of a high benefactor-cost condition (Fig. 5D). This finding is in

Table 5. Model parameters estimated based on Model Family 1

Parameter Mean � SD

Intrinsic connectivity
VS¡ pgACC 0.06 � 0.14*
rTPJ¡ pgACC 0.11 � 0.18**

Modulation on VS¡ pgACC
LowCost_LowBene 0.00 � 0.06
LowCost_HighBene 
0.05 � 0.42
HighCost_LowBene 0.10 � 0.30
HighCost_HighBene 0.08 � 0.67

Modulation on rTPJ¡ pgACC
LowCost_LowBene 0.02 � 0.06
LowCost_HighBene 0.04 � 0.39
HighCost_LowBene 0.22 � 0.59*
HighCost_HighBene 0.13 � 0.60

Driving input to VS
Help decision 0.04 � 0.08*

Driving input to TPJ
Help decision 0.06 � 0.15*

VS, ventral striatum; TPJ, temporoparietal junction; pgACC, perigenual anterior cingulate cortex. *p 	 0.05; **p 	
0.005.

Table 6. Functional connectivity (PPI) between rVS and rTPJ

Condition Connectivity (mean � SD)

LowCost_LowBene 1.51 � 4.10
LowCost_HighBene 1.17 � 2.69
HighCost_LowBene 1.44 � 3.25
HighCost_HighBene 1.83 � 4.95
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line with the constructive nature of social emotions (Ferguson
and Bargh, 2003) and sheds light on where the antecedent signals
of gratitude come from and how they are integrated to give rise to
the overall value of gratitude. It thus bridges the gap between the
theoretical hypothesis concerning how gratitude is constructed
(Tesser et al., 1968), on the one hand, and the neural evidence of
how the brain represents gratitude (Fox et al., 2015; Kini et al.,
2016; Karns et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2017), on the other hand.

The reciprocal motivation in gratitude has been emphasized
as a core feature of this emotion, both by ancient authors and
modern philosophers (e.g., Seneca, 1935; Berger, 1975; Card,
1988; McConnell, 1993; Herman, 2012; Gulliford et al., 2013).
However, to our knowledge, the pathway through which such moti-
vation emerges from the processing of gratitude has not been
investigated in previous neuroscience research on gratitude. Our
findings provide a preliminary attempt to answer this question.
We found that those participants who were most willing to trans-
late their grateful feelings into actual reciprocation or recom-
pense showed higher gyral ACC response to the benefactor’s help
(Fig. 6D). This area has been shown to play a critical role in
encoding the value of other’s reward (Apps and Ramnani, 2014).
In this context, the activation may reflect recipients’ genuine
goodwill for the benefactor’s welfare and the motivation of ac-
tively seeking reward for the benefactor. Another possibility is
that this activation encodes a self-focused motivation underlying
reciprocity, such as avoiding guilt and indebtedness (Fisher et al.,
1982; Nadler and Fisher, 1986; Watkins et al., 2006; Manela,

2016). If this is the case, then the recipients do not reciprocate
because they desire to reward the benefactor, but because they
are averse to the anticipated guilt of not doing so (Fehr and
Schmidt, 2006). The finding that this part of ACC is sensitive
to guilt-aversion (Chang et al., 2011) lends support to this
interpretation. Future studies are needed to distinguish these
feelings and motivations more rigorously and examine their
shared and specific neural and personality profiles.

In conclusion, gratitude and other social emotions are ubiq-
uitous and play a critical role in our social-moral life (Elfers and
Hlava, 2016), the deficit of which incurs tremendous psycholog-
ical, economic, and societal costs to the individuals involved,
their close social relationships, and society at large (Viding et al.,
2009; Blair, 2013). It is thus crucial to understand the neurocog-
nitive basis of the function and dysfunction of social emotions. By
combining an interpersonal paradigm with fMRI, we demon-
strate how the brain encodes cognitive antecedents of gratitude
and integrates them to give rise to gratitude. We show that the ante-
cedent-specific signals are generated in dedicated brain structures
and pass to pgACC for integration, the activity of which tracks the
variation of gratitude both within (i.e., constructed gratitude) and
across individuals (i.e., trait gratitude). Our approach focuses on
delineating the neurocognitive pathway through which emotion
is constructed and converted into behaviors, rather than charting
the brain areas elicited by various categories of emotional states.
We believe that, by combining emotion theories, computational
modeling, interpersonal tasks, and appropriate neurobiological

Figure 6. From gratitude to reciprocity. A, Average gratitude rating in the postscan gratitude recall of an individual participant predicts average monetary allocation (i.e., reciprocity) of that
participant. B, Within each individual, variation in gratitude ratings predicts variation in allocation. The correlation reported here is the correlation between the postscan gratitude ratings in each of
the 20 Help conditions and the average amount of allocation in the 20 Help conditions. Each dotted line indicates the regression line of a single participant, Solid line indicates the group effect.
C, Individual differences in the exchange rate between gratitude and reciprocity (i.e., the slopes of the dotted lines in B). D, Neural correlates of individual differences in the exchange rate. This map
is thresholded with p 	 0.005 for illustrative purposes.
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measures, this approach not only helps us achieve a mechanistic
account of gratitude, but also serves as a role model for investi-
gation of the neurobiological basis of other complex emotions
and their significance in social-moral life.
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